A new method is described to obtain photoionization efficiency curves of kinetic energy-selected fragment ions. The method is tested and discussed in the case of the dissociative photoionization yields of NO + and O + from N 2 O. The attention is focussed on the dissociative autoionization processes in the threshold region, in the FranckCondon region of the N 2 O (Ã 2 Σ + ) state and in the Franck-Condon gap between the Ã 2 Σ + and 2 Π states.
Introduction
Within the framework of the problems related to chemical reactivity in excited states, the unimolecular decomposition reaction has received a great deal of attention. A large variety of experimental techniques have been used to investigate these reactions in simple as well as in rather complex molecular systems.
In addition to the energy of the dissociating vibronic state of a molecular ion, the important components in the energy balance of a dissociative ionization reaction are the translational and the internal energies of the fragmentation partners. If the former two quantities are directly accessible to the experiments, the latter has mostly to be inferred from experimental data.
Most of the experimental data on the translational energy involved in dissociative ionization processes, as well as the ion yield of kinetic energy-selected ions, are available from electroionization mass spectrometry [1] [2] [3] . The fragment ions translational energy against the molecular ions excitation energy has been investigated for fragmentation processes in several diatomic and polyatomic molecules. However, the use of dissociative electroionization mass spectrometry is limited by the electron energy resolution. Furthermore, the electron impact ionization threshold law makes it difficult to investigate the autoionization and direct dissociative ionization phenomena simultaneously.
Using photoionization mass spectrometry, translational energy spectroscopic data are scarce [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and almost limited to a few photon energies. To our knowledge photoion yield curves of kinetic energy-selected fragment ions have not been measured. On the other hand, the photoion-photoelectron coincidence technique is acknowledged as one of the most reliable ways to investigate dissociative photoionization reactions [9, 10] . Nevertheless, the results obtained by this method, mostly performed with the use of an intense single-line excitation source [e.g., the He(I) resonance line at 58.4 nm], are in principle restricted to the investigation of direct dissociative ionization processes. The availability of intense continuously-tunable light sources [e.g., synchrotron radiation sources] enables one to study dissociative ionization reactions occurring through both direct and autoionization processes, for example, by TPEPICO [9, 10] .
Taking advantage of the high resolution obtained by photoionization and the high intensity of the synchrotron radiation source, a first attempt has been made to apply the same technique as used in electroionization [1] to photoionization mass spectrometry. For the CH 3 + ion formation from CH 3 F, trans-lational energy spectra and ionization efficiency curves were recorded at different wavelengths and different ion energies, respectively, [11] . The diagrams of kinetic energy against excitation energy thus obtained by both methods were found to be in very good agreement. The importance of dissociative autoionization processes was demonstrated.
The dissociative ionization of the N 2 O molecule has been extensively investigated by photoionization [12] and electron impact [13] . A review of the abundant literature devoted to N 2 O + and its dissociation is beyond the scope of this paper (e.g., see references in refs. [10, 13] ). The aim of this work is to examine the capabilities and the possible extensions of the above-mentioned method to investigate the influence of autoionization processes on the fragmentation of N 2 O + . The NO + and O + production from the N 2 O molecule has been chosen for its abundant autoionization structure.
Experimental
The experimental set-up used in this work is sketched in fig. 1 . It is almost the same as the one used in the electroionization and fixed-wavelength photoionization experiments. These are described in detail elsewhere [1, 6] . The advantage of the present experiment is the use of the synchrotron radiation of the Berlin electron storage ring BESSY as a light source. This radiation is dispersed in a 1 m normal-incidence monochromator After photoionization the ions are extracted by a weak drawout field (about 200 mV) and focussed on the exit hole of the ion source. The emerging ions are energy analyzed in a retarding lens and accelerated into a quadrupole filter for mass analysis (BALZERS QMA 130). The ion current, collected on a channel-tron multiplier, is continuously scanned as a function of the photon wavelength λ at a fixed retarding potential V R (ion yield curves) or of the retarding potential V R at fixed wavelength λ (retarding potential curves). The photon count rate is monitored by a sodium salicylate-sensitized photomultiplier. This reference count rate is used to normalize the photoionization efficiency curves. The channel width of the recorded photoion yield curves being 0.06 nm, added to a calibration error of about 0.05 nm, the estimated total error of the wavelength is ± 0.1 nm.
The maximum of the N 2 O + ion translational energy distribution is used as the zero-energy calibration point of the kinetic energy scale of the NO + and O + ions. The same reference is used during the recording of the photoionization efficiency curves of both ions at different retarding potential settings.
In addition the high-resolution zero-kinetic-energy photoelectron spectrum of N 2 O has been recorded by means of a tandem electron spectrometer described elsewhere [14] .
The nitrous oxide gas, commercially available from Messer Griesheim (99% purity), was used without further purification. The sample is introduced in the ion chamber at a pressure of 10 -5 mbar.
Data handling

Photoionization efficiency curves
The photoionization efficiency curves of the fragment ions are recorded at different retarding potential settings scanned by 50 or 100 mV steps. All ion yield curves are normalized with respect to an ion retarding potential curve recorded at a fixed wavelength.
The normalized ionization efficiency curves obtained at two successive retarding potential settings are numerically subtracted in the way shown in fig. 2 fig. 2c where the ion retarding potential difference i + (V R ) λ -i + (V R +∆V R ) λ is displayed in the wavelength region of 57-86.7 nm. By this way the "ion retarding potential difference" (IRPD) ionization efficiency curve is obtained. 
Ion retarding potentials curves
The ion retarding potential curves are recorded at different wavelengths between 50-75 nm (24.8-16.5 eV). The ion translational energy distribution curve is obtained by numerical differentiation of these retarding potential curves. Owing to the low signal-to-noise ratio, the noise present in these curves is apodized and filtered by fast Fourier transform. In addition to the drastic intensity decrease of the ionization efficiency, noticeable changes of shape and relative intensity of several structures have to be mentioned. This is illustrated in fig. 2 and fig. 4 . In the latter the ionization efficiency curves of NO + are shown in more detail in the 70-86.7 nm (17.7-14.3 eV) wavelength region and -0.1 V≤V R ≤0.4 V. On the other hand, the rapid intensity decrease of the autoionization structure in the 63-70 nm (19.7-17.7 eV) region (see fig. 3 ) makes it possible to isolate the step-like feature at 61.68 nm (20.11 eV).
Comparing the ion yield curves of NO + obtained at V R =0.0 V and V R =0.11 V, the most important difference is observed in the 70-75 nm (17.7-16.5 eV) region. With 0.2 nm resolution, only a few autoionization structures are observed for the V R =0.0 V (see fig. 2a ) curve whereas fairly well resolved peaks, superimposed on a square-shaped continuum, are observed at V R =0.11 V (see fig. 2b ). The positions of these structures, obtained in both conditions, are listed in table 1. The few resonant structures emerging from the continuum observed at V R =0.0 V can be ascribed to a part of the "vibrational progression" of a Rydberg state belonging to a series converging to the N 2 O + ( 2 Π) ionic state. This assignment was made possible owing to the fairly good agreement between the wavelength positions found in the present work and those published by Berkowitz and Eland [12] who only observed the corresponding progression in the O + /N 2 O photoion yield curve. In the photoionization efficiency curve recorded at V R =0.11 V the extended "vibrational" progression of the above-mentioned Rydberg state is observed, as compared to that measured for O + /N 2 O in this work and in ref. [12] . Furthermore, besides this progression (denoted by "B" in table 1), characterized by spacings of 110 meV, several additional structures have to be mentioned. These are not observed in the O + /N 2 O ion yield curve [12, 15] . [12] and the assignment [12] , respectively. Estimated error of the wavelengths is about ± 0.1 nm [12] suggests that there exists selective dissociative autoionization of this state into the NO + channel.
The ion retarding potential difference (IRPD) ionization efficiency curves of NO + , obtained in the way described in section 3.1, are displayed in fig. 5 between V R =0.0-0.9 V. For comparison the ion yield curve of NO + observed at V R = -0.1 V is inserted in this figure. fig. 2c ).
To the authors' knowledge this process has never been unambiguously observed by dissociative photoionization [12] nor by electroionization [13] mass spectrometry. However, this process has been observed earlier by Orth and Dunbar [ 17 ] by photodissociation of a N 2 O + ion beam.
In the 76-83 nm (16.3-14.9 eV) region, dissociative autoionization is assigned [12, 13] to where the generated electron is known to carry 0.0 eV kinetic energy as shown in detail in fig. 6 . The close correlation between the absorption spectrum and the threshold photoelectron spectrum clearly shows that highly excited vibrational levels of the N 2 O + ( 2 Π) state are populated through autoionization of N 2 O* Rydberg states converging to N 2 O + (Ã 2 Σ + ). Using these data, a complete energy balance according to can be established for each individual Rydberg state. The results are listed in table 2. The present results can be compared to those obtained in the earlier published electron impact work [13] . For this purpose the NO + kinetic energy against electron impact energy diagram is reproduced in fig. 7 .
The electroionization onset at 15.29 ± 0.1 eV is unusually higher than the photoionization threshold at 14.93 ± 0.05 eV (83.02 nm). This discrepancy has obviously to be ascribed to the convolution of the weak autoionization structure by the spread in the electron beam energy. The total kinetic energy carried by NO + at 15.3 eV is 0.63 eV, which has to be compared to an average translational energy of about 0.85 ± 0.1 eV in the photoionization threshold region (see table 2 ). The meaning of the vertical line (1) in fig. 7 becomes obvious considering the resonant character of the autoionization processes giving rise to NO + fragments with about the same translational energy. The threshold will not show the linear dependence on the kinetic energy. Greater accuracy is also gained in the final vibrational energy content of the diatomic fragment ion. In the threshold region the lowest vibrational levels of NO + (X 1 Σ + ) are v=0 to 4, whereas they were found to be v= 1 to 3 by electron impact [13] (see table 2 ).
On the other hand, above threshold all the above-mentioned distributions show a thermal or nearly thermal component. This can only fit in the energy balance when the remaining excess energy is entirely converted in vibrational and/or rotational energy of the NO + fragment. The limits of the NO + vibrational energy distribution, as expressed by the vibrational quantum number v, are listed in table 2 for each autoionization level. For comparison with the electron impact results [13] (see fig. 7 ) two energy regions have to be considered: (i) the threshold region and (ii) the 15.3-16.5 eV electron energy range. In the former energy range NO + was found to be distributed between v= 3 and v= 1, whereas in the latter NO + had to be produced in v= 2. Obviously, the resolution obtained in the present work allows a more detailed description of these dissociative autoionization processes (see table 2 ). However, both by electron impact [13] and by photoionization the total kinetic energy involved is 1.7eV.
Though one is dealing with dissociative autoionization between 15.3-16.5 eV, the onset energies show a linear dependence on the kinetic energy [see line (2) in fig. 7 ]. The convolution by the electron beam energy distribution together with the ion kinetic energy spread 0.8-1.7 eV give rise to the observed linear relationship.
Owing to the larger ion signal at shorter wavelength the kinetic energy distribution of NO + has been directly recorded at different wavelengths between 57-75 nm (21.7-16.5 eV) as shown in fig. 8 . Attention has been focussed on autoionization.
Compared to the thermal energy peak present at any wavelength, the relative intensity of the energetic NO + ions shows drastic changes even within a narrow energy band. This is illustrated in fig. 9 .
The drastic changes in the kinetic energy distribution of NO + , induced by autoionization, have been investigated earlier using the Ne(I) resonance line [6] . A close correlation was established between the modification of the kinetic energy distribution of NO + and the photoelectron spectrum recorded at the same energy. The latter shows strong changes of the relative intensities of the different N 2 O + (Ã 2 Σ + ) vibrational levels including those that are predissociated by the 4 Σ -state. The use of synchrotron radiation would allow a systematic investigation of this effect.
The vertical lines (3) and (4) in fig. 7 at 16.9 eV and 17.6 eV are related to autoionization phenomena [13] observed between 70-75 nm (17.7-16.5 eV), whereas the straight line (4') spreads over the 17.6-19.5 eV energy range. As shown in fig. 3 , the NO + ion signal between 70-75 nm (17.7-16.5 eV) disappears at V R =0.6 eV. This is in good agreement with the electron impact results (see fig. 7 ).
As mentioned earlier in this section, this energy region is dominated by autoionization phenomena. On the other hand, no zero-kinetic-energy electrons are detected in the Franck-Condon gap between the Ã 2 Σ + and the 2 Π states of N 2 O + (see fig. 6 ). In the present work only the NO + ion translational energy has been measured.
In this energy range the electroionization results were interpreted by the predissociation of the 2 Π state leading to NO + (X 1 Σ + , v) + N( 4 S). The NO + ion would be distributed between v = 6-9 [13] . Berkowitz and Eland [ 12 ] proposed the dissociation into NO
, which is nearly isoenergetic with the process NO + (X 1 Σ + , v = 9) + N( 4 S). This point cannot be clarified with the present data. Whereas NO + is observed over a fairly broad translational energy range, O + shows a sharp thermal or nearly thermal energy distribution and a weak tail. Fig. 10 obviously shows that the O + ion yield curve decreases sharply at higher V R settings. This leads to very long measuring times not available under the present conditions. For comparison, the same ion has been investigated over the range 0.0≤V R ≤2.3 V by electron impact. [12] noticed "some differences in intensity ratio". In this respect the ionization efficiency curve recorded at V R =0.097 V is very similar to the curve published in ref. [12] where the peak at 78 nm ( 15.9 eV) dominates. Furthermore, at V R =0.097 V the lowest threshold is measured at 81.0 nm ( 15.30 eV ). The difference in threshold energy of 0.13 eV is compatible with the measured total kinetic energy of 0.15 eV. Therefore, the differences of the onset and relative intensities could be ascribed to discrimination of thermal or nearly thermal ions. This has already been mentioned [11, 18] . The lowest onset measured for O + observed between 0.0≤V R ≤0.097 V has to be ascribed [10, 11 ] to where the electron is known to carry zero kinetic energy (see fig. 6 ). As deduced from the IRPD curves, the autoionization features at about 79.8 nm (15.54 eV), 78.8 nm (15.73 eV) and 78.2 nm (15.86 eV) show a sharp thermal peak and a weak tail extending from 100 meV to above 216 meV. The important thermal part indicates the formation of the N 2 (X l Σ g + , v=l) level whereas the weak tail has to be assigned to the decay into the N 2 (X l Σ g + , v=0) state involving an increasing amount of translational energy.
Conclusions
When properly handled, the ionization efficiency curves of a fragment ion recorded at different retarding potential settings V R enable one to obtain the yield curves of this ion for a preset translational energy interval, that is the ion retarding potential difference curves. The complete set of these curves allows us to deduce the translational energy distribution of the ion at any desired wavelength.
The data derived from this method have been illustrated in the dissociative photoionization of N 2 O, yielding NO + and O + . The present results are compared to those obtained by photoionization [12] and electroionization [13] . The higher resolution of a photoionization experiment enables one to gain more detail in the molecular ion dissociation. Several details were evinced in the N 2 O + decay into the NO + dissociation channel.
The method described here is shown to be well suited to analyze dissociative autoionization processes. It is also shown that for practical reasons the extent of the ion translational energy range that can be analyzed is essentially restricted by the intensity of the ion signal corresponding to energetic fragment ions.
